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Still-forming!

"
For string trio."
"
Composed for the New Music Ensemble "
"
Total duration: 10-12 minutes"
"
Sam Gillies (2015) "
"

Still-forming was premiered on 20-June 2015 by the New Music Ensemble: Adam Woods (violin), Aimee
Harris (viola) and Francesca Ter-Berg (cello)."

"
Ensemble !
"
Violin"
Viola"
Cello"

"
Program Notes!
"

The saying ‘still waters run deep’ is one contemporary interpretation of several latin proverbs that warn of
the potential hidden consequences of seemingly safe water (my favourite has to be ‘Quamvis sint lenta,
sint credula nulla fluenta’, which can be translated as ‘no matter how slow-moving, no streams can be
trusted’). While these early proverbs were warnings to be careful during situations of apparent safety,
today we interpret these sayings as a more general reminder not to judge a book by its cover. "

"

But I prefer to think of this proverb as a linguistic statement of simultaneous actions, summarising a
phenomena of two different states existing incompatibly at once. Here, the mutually exclusive notions of
stillness and action exist at the same point. The manifestation of this idea is in conflict, a sort of structural
noise that manipulates and deforms thinking and interpretation. "

"

Still-forming is an attempt at realising this concept musically. Embracing a nonlinear structure and
abstracted pitch relationships, the work is formed from stillness even as it continually develops."

"
General Notes!
"

The length of a sustained note is indicated proportionally by the length of the black line that follows it. A
single, bowed note with no sustained black line indicates that the note should be played as a single note
of approximately a quarter-note value. "

"

Slurs over pizz. notes indicate that these notes should sound grouped together. Pizz. notes without slurs
should act more as individual points of sound. Pizz. notes are never intended to be performed in a slurred
manner. "

"

Empty space is clearly indicated throughout the work and should form part of the articulation of a section.
If a line ends and there is an empty space on the page, care should be taken to treat this empty space as
a part of the composition. In particular, care should be taken to allow pizz. notes to ring out after being
struck if space is indicated immediately afterwards. "

"

Many sections have events that occur simultaneously. Care should be taken that these events are
performed accurately.

Notes on Interpreting the Score!

"

Still-forming is a mobile score. Individual sections are denoted by a letter (A, B, C or D) and a number (1,
2 or 3). There are three kinds of musical material (A, B or C). The ensemble may freely move between
sections of the same material (ie: A1, A2, A3). To navigate to a section of different material (ie: A1 to B2)
the ensemble must first perform the appropriate D section that acts as a connecting passage. For
example: To perform B2 after performing A1, the ensemble must first perform D2. These relationships
are labelled in the score, however the material relationships diagram on the following page may also
prove useful in navigating these sections. "

"

There is no predetermined start or end point to the piece - performers may start and finish at any position
in the score. However, the ensemble should ensure that all material has been performed at least once.
Any section can be performed more than once, provided that performing it follows the rules outlined
above. If a section is repeated, a repetition should be varied in some way. This variation could be as
simple as changing the speed at which a section is performed, or the ensemble might want to make
more drastic changes to the section such as omitting all non-bowed notes, or all notes with a dynamic
louder than ff, or ending the section earlier than notated. Any modification is allowed as long as the
section has been played in its unmodified version first, and as long as the modification relates to the
original source material. "

"

No specific order in which to navigate the sections is provided. It is intended that the ensemble play
through the various sections and assemble their own original order. The following order was used for the
premiere of the work and represents the most straightforward ordering of the material provided. Using
this order, the running time will be approximately 11 minutes. "

"

A2, A1, A3, D1, C2, C3, C1, D3, B3, B1, B2, D2, A1*"
*The repeat of A1 removes all pizz. notes and omits the final harmonic note from the section. "

"

The notation is proportional, however this only applies to notes within a section. Individual sections are
not proportional to one another and so should be performed at a pace independent from one another.
Generally speaking, solo sections should be of the longest duration, followed by trio sections, with duo
sections (D material) being the shortest sections. "

"

"

String Notation!

"
The score is not transposed in any way. "
"

Bowing is to be decided by the performer as best articulates the material.

Notes are either connected by lines or floating in space. Notes that are followed by a
horizontal line indicate that the performer should hold that note for the proportional length of
time. Notes that are connected by an angled line indicate that the performer should
glissando from one note to another. Notes that are floating in space should be realised as a
single, clearly articulated sounding of the note."

"

Some glissandi will necessitate the performer to perform the gesture across multiple strings.
It is understood that this will elicit a noticeable break in the performance of this gesture. This
should be negotiated as the performer sees best. Any realisation of this gesture is
acceptable as long as it is staying true to the intention of making audible the transition from
one note to another.

Diamond notes indicate the finger placement to produce a harmonic note. Not all harmonics
indicated will create a pure harmonic; some fingerings were chosen to elicit weak, noisy or
impure sounding artefacts. "

"
"
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"

"

All harmonics are artificial harmonics of the note indicated.

A crossed notehead indicates that the performer should perform this note with only partial
pressure applied to the string. This sound should be as muted and dull as possible."

"

This gesture should be realised as a bowed note unless otherwise indicated.

Small notes connected with a grey, curved line indicate that the performers
should allow their fingers to rest loosely on the string, creating a very soft,
noisy sound. The performers should then move their fingers from one
position to another, approximating the shapes outlined by the line. "

"

In some situations it will be necessary for this action to be interrupted and
moved to another string. This is an intended effect. "

"

This instruction be thought of as a timbrally varying version of the crossed
notehead instruction.
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